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Summary

Key Points

Luxury travel to Britain needs to be a cocktail mix of traditional luxury and
modernity.
Story telling is fundamental.
A luxury holiday is all about status and reward. It needs to be expensive
to give it credibility but value is crucial.  
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Competitive Set
Across all markets Britain’s main competitors in the luxury market are France (Paris and South), Italy
(Milan, Venice, Rome), Switzerland and New York.  However, there is a view from the travel trade that
Britain is being outplayed by other destinations and needs to be more aggressive in the luxury sector.
“For high-end advising, an agent needs to be exposed to a destination on a regular basis. There needs to
be more familiarization trips and more media trips” Ankur Khanna, Tristar Holidays

Luxury Consumer Mindset
The research showed that luxury consumers all feel successful and are regarded by society as being
successful. Holidays demonstrate social credibility or offer a sense of reward. “Because I am worth it!”

As luxury consumers are busy people, holidays need to offer rest and recuperation from their hectic lives.
At the start of the decision making process luxury consumers are in a transitional frame of mind when
thinking about where to go. They talk about feeling stale, lacklustre and are looking for something fresh or
a treat.  







Background
Despite the economic climate, the number of millionaires has grown significantly in parts of Asia,
Latin America and pockets of Eastern Europe.  With overall inbound visitor numbers down, our
prospects within the growing luxury audience (and their level of expendable income), is of
growing importance to VisitBritain.

VisitBritain is in the process of launching a luxury campaign and in lieu of the campaign, research
was conducted to further understand the luxury leisure market for Russia, India and Brazil.

The research findings were extensive and so this summary focuses on key findings arising from
the main study (i.e. key motivators, barriers, perceptions of Britain, and the decision making
process), rather than concentrating on campaign specifics or luxury travel trends. 

Methodology
The research was conducted using a multi-faceted approach which consisted of six phases:  

• Internal Session - which used internal resources to explore luxury travel trends and to generate
hypotheses

• Travel Trends Think Piece – explored travel trends to generate hypotheses about the future of
luxury travel 

• Expert  interviews - to understand travel trends
• Travel trade interviews  - to understand global and market specific  travel trends
• Consumer Holiday Blogs – to understand the full process of holiday planning over a two week

period
• Consumer Group Discussions – to explore the learnings from the above from “fresh

respondents” point of view



Decision Making Process
The decision making process can be split into stages but should be seen as a cyclic process (i.e. the last phase,
story telling, feeds the first phase.) Each stage is steeped in emotion:

•Dream stage – this is a latent phase where prospective travellers think about wish lists, assimilate information
from magazines, talk to friends etc. This is where Britain needs to work with agents to really inspire them to
readdress the stiff, rigid images of Britain. Potential opportunities could include PR pieces in luxury magazines,
press and trade trips to Britain and Mr and Mrs Smith style luxury blogs. 

•Discover stage – this involves active research where travellers read peer reviews, talk to travel agents and look at
brochures.  There needs to be more communication about all the non-urban luxury experiences available in
Britain. Additionally the creation of new posh “packages” may help travel agents understand a lot more about
British luxury travel and give them more confidence to sell luxury Britain to potential travellers.

•Decide stage – here the traveller makes the destination decision, what they would like to do and experience,
where they are going to stay etc. It is here we need to address the perceived barriers (i.e. visas, airport
inefficiencies, luggage allowances etc) to Britain and really try to smooth the way to help sell Britain. 

•Serendipity stage - is “the status of discovering something new and surprising”. However in today’s digital world
a traveller can experience much of their trip before they have even left home. Although technology has been a
remarkable breakthrough this has big repercussions for the luxury travel market as one of the main requirements
of luxury travel is that a trip should deliver magic, surprise and serendipity. Here the opportunities are endless
but rely on people working in the industry to give those “holiday changing experiences”. 

•Story telling stage –this is fundamentally one of the most important phases as this is where the holiday lives on in
the mind of the consumer and into their everyday life after the holiday is finished. It is important to be aware that
story telling is enhanced and fuelled by the details along the way and this is especially important for second time
visitors. Welcome is a big issue for Britain but what about doing something different and say “goodbye” to
luxury visitors at the end by giving them a “thank you present” in the airport lounges?

The decision making journey will differ depending on whether the traveller is a heavy user of travel agents or more
self-reliant. A heavy user tends to be someone from an older demographic and often from old money. Although
this is not always the case as sometimes consumers from new money will use a travel agent or travel consultant to “
ensure they are travelling to the “right places.”

Heavy User of Travel Agents

Light User of Travel Agents (Self Reliant)



Motivators and Barriers
Britain’s current equity in luxury revolves around many of the icons already associated with Britain (i.e. grand
hotels, high culture, history and tradition, London, etiquette, aristocracy, royalty, castles and Scotland).
Luxury is thought to have originated in Britain and represents the heart of European aristocracy. 
“Luxury has historic roots in Britain…the palaces and lawns, the incredible school of service”…male group
participant, Russia

Many of the key drivers motivating luxury travellers to visit Britain centre about London, sightseeing and
what is perceived to be “traditional British luxury”.  A typical trip entails education, literature, heritage and
culture. Consumers emotionally engage with Britain and learn as much as they can. They will then return
back home with these newly acquired skills which they will absorb and use in everyday life, which in turn will
give them increased credibility and status amongst their peers. On the other side, London is seen to be a lot
more future facing and is regarded to be a trend setting destination, cosmopolitan, and a leader in luxury
consumerism.

A luxury holiday to Britain is all about status, reward and self-worth. It is a prestigious and reassuringly
expensive which gives it credibility. However even luxury consumers need to feel that they are getting value.
This doesn’t mean cheap, but luxury consumers have to feel they are getting value for money or at least
added value.  We only need to look at the rise of “faux freebies” to see how this is manifesting itself amongst
the rich.  

British service is seen to be the foundation of high end service and many consumers believe that top quality
service had its roots in Britain. However there is a danger that British service is perceived to be cold and
dominated by stringent rules of tradition which in turn makes it feel uninviting and somewhat Victorian. So in
order to counteract these perceptions, Britain really needs to play up to its ability to curate a truly luxurious
experience by bringing in an inclusive, intuitive service culture that gives a sense of relaxation and warmth to
luxury consumers.

Barriers to luxury travel range from physical barriers to emotional. On the physical side price, language, visas,
longer preparation time (so less room for spontaneity), restricted baggage allowances, distance to travel,
queues at immigration, a busy destination (lots of people, lots of queues to get into places and so on). 
Whereas, emotional barriers revolve around a perceived lack of welcome, over familiarity with Britain, a lack
of knowledge of British food culture and a frantic hectic holiday that leaves no room for relaxation.  Feedback
from visitors tells us that the above is not necessarily the reality but more work needs to be done to address
these perceived emotional barriers.  

Moving Forward
So where does this leave Britain? Reassuringly, the findings of the luxury research echoed other consumer
research, which tells us that Britain’s USP is a mix of old and new.  Therefore in a luxury travel context Britain is
about its heritage (artisanship, discernment and taste) but also about innovation of the future (the latest,
upgrade culture and cutting edge). At the moment, Britain is performing well on the elements of traditional
luxury but it needs to combine these messages with a modern, world trend setter mix to keep on attracting
High Net Worths and to encourage repeat travel. Other themes that Britain needs to communicate revolve
around indulgence and its exceptional service. These are opportunities for Britain to confidently assert its
longstanding expertise and richness of aristocratic experience in a warm, inclusive manner. 


